
Market
Analysis

B Y  A D B L A N K E T  

(All of our information is gathered from
public sources such as blog posts,
competitor data, marketing tools & open
databases.)



Your audience on
digital platforms
Your main audience can be found on
Pinterest, Instagram and Facebook. These 3
platforms are the main platforms where you
will find potential buyers that are interested in
Hijabs, Abayas, dresses and other accessories
Modasty has.
The demographic of your potential audience
would be women age 24-54 preferably of the
religion of Islam. The audience you are
targeting should have their interest geared
towards modest clothing or religion.

Main countries to target: U.K, U.S, Canada
Income: Top 50% in Canada, U.S and top 30%
in the U.K



Pinterest

Here is why Pinterest contains your perfect audience. 76.7% of
users on pinterest are women. 89% of pinterest users have the
intention to purchase a product. 97% of pinterest searches are
unbranded, meaning users wouldn't mind buying from a
small business or a business that doesn't spend millions in
marketing such as Fashion Nova. 50% of pinterest users have
made a purchase after seeing a promoted pin. There is also a
big community of muslims on Pinterest who are already
interested in abayas, hijabs, dresses and other accessories.
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The platform with your buyers 



86.2 % Of
Pinterest Users
Reported to have instagram, since
Modasty's presence on Instagram
is heavy, we can setup
campaigns to retarget users
easily and get them to convert.



A Few Of Your 
 Competitors

 royalthobe.com

 modishhijab.com

 silqrose.com

1.

2.

3.

(Based on service and revenue bracket)



They are utilizing pinterest to
showcase their clothing to the  
public, they are also using
pinterest as a source to
authenticate themselves.

Royalthobe
They have a reward/ referral
system to get people to share
their brand. The reward is just
a small 5$ for both parties.

Modishhijab
They showcase that  their
clothing is a conscious
choice,because it helps the
environment, so they use
their apparel to solve
another big issue. 

Silqrose

What  Are
They Doing
Differently?



Some Stats
About Modest
Clothing $311Billion+

MUSLIM SPEND IN THE U.K IS ESTIMATED TO
REACH

 

500%
MODEST FASHION SEARCHES ARE

UP 500% ON PINTEREST

 

$88.35Billion 
ISLAMIC APPAREL MARKET WORTH

 4.2%
INCREASE IN MODEST APPAREL

SALES.

 

70.9%
ETHNIC WEAR ACCOUNTED FOR

HOW MUCH MARKET SHARE?

 



Modasty's Most Visited Pages

This information can help us identify the pages that your potential audience would most likely visit before purchasing
your products. We can then create specific ads containing products from your top visited pages.



3 Game-Changing
Ideas On Pinterest
One great strategy would be to post all your tiktok
videos to pinterest and link your store with
pinterest and post some of your apparel daily.
Eventually you will gain massive traction towards
your account.

We would then make an ad with the pins and idea
pins that performed the best and link it to your
products on your website.

Finally, we would set up a remarketing campaign
on either instagram or pinterest itself. 



Contact Us

587-974-9462

adblanket.com

contact@adblanket.com

https://calendly.com/adblanket/30min



Thank You For
Your Time!


